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Abstract 
With automation being at the forefront of ways to satisfy agricultural demand, the maximization of yield is 

crucial to subsidize it. The proposed way that this maximization could be achieved is by knowing exactly what 
conditional factors allow it. Such is the focus of EnviroNet, a novel advancement in the parallel workings of deep 
learning and flexible automation, functioning to attain the parameters of an optimal growing environment for every 
plant, compromised for individuality. The key intuition behind EnviroNet is that it simultaneously learns from 
variations in the plants’ health about what physical parameters to adjust for maximum benefit, just from the automated 
tasks being performed that keep the conditions for the plants balanced. These include variables such as the temperature, 
humidity, soil nutrient-level (with moisture), sun/ambient light, and air quality. The recurrent web-based monitoring 
and manipulation of these parameters coupled by constant updates of image data visually portraying the state of the 
plants, allow deep learning to detect unintuitive patterns in the growth of plants, both cumulatively and personalized, 
relative to time. 
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I. Introduction 
Agriculture has come a long way in the past century. We produce more food than ever before — but our current 

model is unsustainable, and as the world’s population rapidly approaches the 8 billion mark, modern food production 
methods will need a radical transformation if they’re going to keep up. Automation has attracted the majority of 
agricultural firms, boosting their overall supply and demand. However, the collective health of an agricultural space 
is largely dependent on the distinct understanding of the ideal parameters that a specific individual plant prospers in. 
And because we attempt to study such criterion from an evolutionary perspective, we deemed it best if it were derived 
from controlled data provided by consistent updates from sensor technology along with pictures of the plants being 
monitored and manipulated, after being processed through a standard 2D convolutional neural network (see Appendix 
A) to provide a qualitative insight into their health based on the public PlantVillage dataset of 54,306 labeled images 
(healthy and unhealthy). Once this dataflow is in place and is being channeled through a reliable medium (which in 
this case is the web), we can find accurate correlations between the permutations of such features with respect to the 
state of the plants.  

Although many supervised Machine Learning techniques, regression and classification alike, have been applied 
to the task of plant disease detection, and health recognition, none prove to treat flexible automated exploitations as 
features, hence never exploring the possibility of finding associative properties between a plant’s environment and its 
well-being. EnviroNet leverages this idea by applying a deep artificial neural network to analyze over 122951 data 
records that it has collected independently, and understand this relationship. After stimulating a virtual greenhouse, 
and applying automated monitoring/manipulation, with deep learning working in the background, a trial was run over 
an accelerated 6-month period of 2 days, where profound insights were gathered, and new, unprecedented patterns in 
7 species of fruits/vegetables were found (see Appendix B). 
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II. Hardware Interfacing 
The dataflow starts with the collection of comprehensive sensor data. The modules that are used for this include 

a DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor to measure and preprocess the heat index, multiple FC-28 soil moisture 
probes for analyzing the volumetric content of water inside the soil, several GL5528 light dependent resistors (photo-
resistors/cells) to measure the sun/ambient light intensity, and a MQ135 air quality sensor for detecting the 
concentration of pollutants in the air. Additionally, there are numerous OV7670 cameras in place, taking pictures of 
the plants every few hours. The input data from these sensing elements is received through analog and digital pins on 
an Arduino Mega 2560 MCU Rev3, and processed to give interpretable results. Once the monitoring is complete, an 
algorithm has been applied which controls appliances based on violations of specific thresholds of the parameterized 
features, in particular, cooling fans turn on automatically if the air gets too warm, and humidifiers turn on if it becomes 
too dry, while the irrigation system is naturally activated if the soil moisture proves inadequate, or an alarm beeps if 
the air quality has been compromised. These results (healthy and harmful) are then sent to a ZigBee S2 radio comm. 
module (configured as a router) via serial, which wirelessly forwards this data packet to a remote coordinator XBee 
Pro, which directs it to a local Arduino Nano which ejects it to serial at a baud rate of 115200 to the connected server. 

 

III. Software Conjugation 
The serial data outputted by the Arduino Nano is then collected by a Python script through its “pyserial” library. 

After looping through each of the predicated variables, it sends the block of data to a PHP script on the web server 
through the “os” & “webbrowser” libraries. The PHP script receives this data directly through AJAX by the POST 
method. Once received, the script analyzes these variables and performs a few tasks – 1) appends the data (numerical 
+ image) to a MySQL database (see Appendix C), 2) updates real-time data on the web portal (see Appendix D), and 
3) emails EnviroNet subscribers (and administrators) of any noticed abnormalities.  

 

IV. Cumulative Deep Learning 
Given the perpetually modernized database, an external Python script accesses the compilation through its 

“MySQLdb” driver/library, and after organizing the presented data in matrix form, it downloads their dependent plant 
images in a folder, and resizes them all to 256 * 256 pixels. Once localized, through the preinstalled “tensorflow-gpu” 
package, the “keras” library is used to perform all computation with regards to Deep Learning. Now, by means of the 
popular PlantVillage open-source dataset (see Appendix E), a pre-trained 2D CNN model (PlantNet) for 
differentiating between the measures of the health of the plants is transferred to apply to the particular plant, by 
utilizing pre-determined/localized weights. PlantNet, in itself, demonstrates the feasibility of rapid identification of 
crop illnesses, and proves it’s potential to decimate plant disease as a threat to food security. This network segments 
(preserves only the most necessary features [of]) all the pictures of which 60% are for training, and 40% for testing. 
It processes them through several Convolutions, and Max Poolings, and after Flattening, it is applied through 5 fully 
connected layers with nodes: 256, 128, 64, 32, and 16 respectively, to output the result of the severiority of abnormality 
on a scale of 1-10. This is all done with the [Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu)] activation function, and the [Stochastic 
Gradient Descent (SGD)] optimization algorithm. The particular parameters generated by this heavily experimented 
CNN, yield an overall accuracy of 98.45%, F1 score of 96.29%, precision of 97.53%, and recall of 94.77%. Once the 
plant is correctly diagnosed (see Appendix F) of its condition, it is converted to an output vector (y), for the purpose 
of interfacing with the independent variable matrix (X). From here, after splitting the training and testing data 80% - 
20%, some data pre-processors are applied, including Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to reduce the number of 
features to 3 (after analyzing their significance) for faster, plus more efficient convergence, as well as Feature Scaling 
& Mean Normalization to standardize the range of values of the feature elements. Now for the most prominent part of 
the system, a deep classification-oriented neural network with 9 hidden layers has been implemented, with 128 hidden 
nodes for the first 4 hidden layers, and 64 for the next 4. It utilizes the [RMSProp] optimizer, and the [TanH] activation 
function for all layers except the output where it uses the [SoftMax] function. The final training accuracy of this fitted 
model ranks to 95.38%, while the validation accuracy is 93.24%. The F1 score, precision and recall, equal, 90.80%, 
92.71%, and 89.43%, respectively. The result of this process is a novel mechanism for learning the potential 
repercussions of a given set of parameters at a particular time, i.e.: considering the current environmental factors of 
25°C, 50% RH, 79% Soil-Nutrient level (w/ 81% Moisture), 45% Sun/Ambient Light & 98% Air Quality, a tomato 
plant has an 85% chance of blight – better increase the light and lower the temperature! 
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V. Concluding Remarks 
By reiterating deep learning to learn from flexible automation, EnviroNet brings AI to agronomy. Precisely, it 

provides a smart framework that encapsulates an orthogonal and oblique exploitation of the physical characteristics 
of a cultivation environment to predict the quality of the coordination of its activity. Despite efforts to accelerate and 
sustain agricultural methods, the individual health of a plant is largely left unconsidered due to the absence of enough 
insight into their ambience. In computerized simulation, this research attempts to change that by configuring 
parameterized elements that are probed and remodeled as matrices for learning, simultaneously supported by regressed 
proofs of the state of the plants. This research is the first step to generalizing a controlled entropy of environmental 
variables to serve maximum benefit to all plants in a given agricultural space. Through the strategic coalition of 
automated monitoring/manipulation of the cultivational features (Agricultural Monitoring Matrix - AMM), and the 
image-recognition based plant health identifier (PlantNet), EnviroNet was able to form a previously non-existent 
intellectual relationship between a plant’s fluid necessities and wellness. Currently this system is being tested for 
validation against the simulations, at a local greenhouse owned by Hope Blooms [Halifax, Canada] (see Appendix G). 

 

Appendix 

A) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

B) 

 

 

 

 

 

*Where Z = [“Pears”], Y = [“Potatoes”], X = [“Soybeans”], W = [“Tomatoes”], V = [“Corn”], U = [“Pepper”], T = [“Apples”] 

 

C)  

 

Plants 
Temperature 

(Celcius) 
Relative 
Humidity 

Soil Nutrient-Level 
(w/ Moisture)  

Sun/Ambient 
Light 

Air 
Quality OPTIMIZED 

Z 23.5 65% 80% | 72% 72% 98% 95.67% 

Y 18.9 89% 98% | 54% 85% 99% 98.23% 

X 21.1 95% 92% | 65% 96% 98% 99.12% 

W 16.4 82% 96% | 91% 42% 100% 96.45% 

V 27.6 93% 84% | 77% 90% 99% 97.89% 

U 19.8 78% 91% | 56% 81% 99% 99.33% 

T 24.0 61% 98% | 97% 68% 100% 98.92% 
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D)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F)  

 

 

 

 

 

G) 

 

 

  

 

 

URL: http://hb.omagarwal.net/real-time/ 
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